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"Nihil tam praeposlere. lam incondile. tam monstruose 
cogitari potest. quod non possimus somniare"' 

. Cicero 
.. 

We may say that the analytic discourse is inaugurated by love.. But 
before being reached by the afflusions of a kind of divine flux, let us not 
forget that love itself was the offspring of Contrivance and Poverty under 
the auspices of drunkenness.z Only if the prejudices on the question of 
lovewere to beexamined with thesamealoofnesswith which we adhere 
toevenly suspended attention, would webemore rigorousin situating the 
question of analysis: not only its aims in their correlation with its beginnings., 
but also the structural impasses of the time of its ending.'Freud resolved. 
thequestionof time by eliminating it in the unconsciousand,byso doing,. 
identified time and consciousness through the means of perception. His, 
indefatigable and hesistant steps led to a discovery whose subversion- 
can be read in desire being indestructible. By persevering in adirection 
beset by contradictions. he dared to advance far beyondth.6 limitsof his 
times. What Freud lacked in his long and lonely march was (to borrow the 
wordsoi William Blake), "Prudence [who] is a rich ugly old maid courted 
by Incapacity. He who desires but acts not breeds pe~tilence".~ And it 
should be noted that the pestilence in question here is'not the one that 
Freud brought to the United States', but rather the one that returns from 
there as cretinism. 

In regard to life, Freud went as far as to suggest that whoever wanted 
it should be prepared for death Si vis vitam. para mortern; he foundedh 
this way an ethic where life, for being transient. loses not its beautj'. This 
ethicdwellsinitsassertioninthosesameofficeswhereotherstakeleave. 
The ethicoftheanalyticact isto knowthatthesearchforguaranteescuts 
short the very act in which the'analysis might have elapsed ... dividing 
path between believing and analysing. If there is any difference at all 
between psychoanalysis, religion and science, it is that the first can 
always turn into religion when the need for perfection and authorisation 
mummifies the psychoanalytic discourse by bringing in its place the 
pharisee orthodoxy. Even if psychoanalysis tends towards science and, 
even more, if it is far from it, there still remain two,possibilities: either itwill 
never become a science - whatever we understand as such - or,.it is 
altogether a different 'discourse because of the re-introdu,ction of the. 
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subject effectuated by psycho-analysis at the doorstep of its foreclosure 
which precisely constitutes the domain of science. 

Between belief and science, psycho-analysis produces its real effect: 
the subversion of the subject of knowledge. Psycho-analysis allows in 
this way a progress without hope, since we can say and it can be proved 
that the progress of hope belongs to the twentieth century religions which 
can be recognised in all the therapies that, wittingly or unwittingly, base 
themselves in hope:. If love is at the beginning of the analysis and hope 
its companion; how can we fail to avow that the farewell to its companion 
gives us.a possibility b e n d  an analysis not in the perfection which love 
demanded at the beginning, but by assuming in our fall the nothing which 
we are when the transference, like lovei is to be re-directed. In no other 
way are to be taken some of the clues lefl by Freud: "Mourning, as we 
know, however painful it may be, comes to.a spontaneous end. When it 
has renounced everything that has been lost, then it hasconsumed itself, 
and our libido,is once more free (insofar as we are still young and active) 
to.replace the lost objects by new ones equally or still more precious". ' 

re-direction of, the transference and not the 
reud's Wo Es war sol1 lch wefden opens the 

fion of the analysand from the analyst who. 
lysis, was like a formation of the unconscious, 

in the position 0f.a semblance of an object: thus respectively a,signifier in 
the symbolic and like an object . .  in the real. 

The situation of psycho-analysis presently can be summarised by 
either:of thefollowing oetions:identificatorymimicry or djs-identification. 
The former is 'more than an impasse.of the analysis: it is a.modus 
operandis of it, when analysis becomes religion. 'The 'latter, instead, 
opens the'possibility for the analyst to aofhorise himself from himself. In 
so doing, the analyst cannot even follow the example of Freud, whose 
authorisation. too often passes unquestioned; furthermore,' Freud's act 
cannot be rgkreated. The analysi. in authorising himself from himself, 
has to abandonany.previous certainty of knowledge. He is on his own in 
founding anew an act that . .  necessarily . begins all over again in each of its 
cbnstitutions. 

This tenth Homage to Freud on The formations of the Unconscious is 
the continuation of what we initiated with the first Homage to.Freud in 
Australia in 1979 to markthe fortieth anniversaryof his death. This mark, 
before our act, was unthinkable. This is another w'ay of corroborating 
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against psychological theories: that only the act effectuates and permits 
the thought. 

The formations of the unconscious: jokes, lapsus linguae, lapsus 
calami, bungled actions, dreams, symptoms; are that discarded, transient 
matter that proves at its best why there is ground to qualify the unconscious 
as Freudian. There is, however, sufficient evidence to consider that 
Freud's conception of the unconscious is not the same as Lacan's. For 
Freud, the unconscious is revealed in the success of its failure (i.e. 
formations of the unconscious), while for Lacan it is found in that failure 
which is love, in its identification with transference. The single point of 
absolute overlap between Freud and Lacan in the question of the 
unconscious is that it works at no profit - at pure loss. 

Oscar Zentner 
Director 

The Freudian School of Melbourne 
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"There is no imaginable thing too absurd, too involved, 
or too abnormal for us to dream about it", in De 
divinatione, /I. Quoted by Freud in The lnferpretation 
ofDreams, St. Ed. Vol., IV:55. 
The Symposium. 
Proverbs of Hell. Very close to Freud's overture to 
The lnferpretation of Dreams (St. Ed., Vol. V:SOS) 
taken from Virgil's Aeneid, fledere si nequm superus, 
Acheronfa movebo, "If I cannot bend the celestial 
powers, I will move the infernal powers". 
On Transience. St. Ed., Vol.XIV:307. 
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